Newsletter samples
1.

The Andrew Green Foundation
Charity newsletter

2.

Catering Partnership Limited
Contract catering company staff newsletter

3.

Hennessy Supermarkets
Conceptual supermarket staff newsletter

1. Newsletter:
The Andrew Green Foundation
The brief:
The Andrew Grene Foundation is a charity that works to transform the lives of
people in Haiti through education and microfinance.
The foundation produces a quarterly newsletter, which keeps its sponsors,
fundraisers and other interested parties updated on its activities and initiatives.
The foundation has two offices: one here in the UK and the other in New York. Each
office contributes to the newsletter and, as such, its articles are written in
different styles and with different tones of voice.
To improve the newsletter, the foundation asked me to rewrite it. The intention
was to make it more upbeat and positive and to use a consistent tone of voice,
which would suit both the UK and US audiences.

My response:
I was provided with the current newsletter, as it had been written, and further
examples of the UK and US writing styles, which were quite different.
I worked on rewriting the articles using a tone of voice that used elements of both
the UK and US styles.
The final result, which follows, contains the majority of the articles I wrote plus a
couple of last minute article substitutions, which I edited in a relatively minor way
to improve readability, spelling and grammar.

2. Newsletter:
Catering Partnership Limited
The brief:
This was a rolling project I managed while working for the company as a marketing
executive.
The company newsletter had previously been designed and produced externally
with articles written by a freelance PR consultant. At this point it was used mainly
as a sales tool, however, the directors wanted to expand its distribution to include
the company’s 400 staff.
In an effort to save on production costs, the newsletter was brought in-house. My
brief was as follows:
• To take over responsibility for design and production of the existing
newsletter
• To write articles maintaining the style of the previous copywriter
• To collate and coordinate articles and images from all contributing
departments
• To format and edit articles submitted by contributing departments

My response:
I studied previous editions of the newsletter to get an idea of the style and content
that had been used.
I suggested additional content that I thought would be appealing to the new staff
readership. This included inviting recipes and contributions from catering staff out
in the field, advice on event marketing and employee of the month
announcements.
One of the regular features was a profile, usually on a catering manager. The
feature focused primarily on the work of the manager and how their catering unit
was run. It then revealed an interesting, and often surprising, hobby or interest
that the manager pursued outside work.

3. Newsletter Concept Project:
Hennessy Supermarkets
The brief:
To produce a newsletter concept for the fictional Hennessy supermarket chain.
The newsletter will be distributed to each of its 1,400 staff, including branch
managers who are spread all over the country.
There are three elements to the brief:
1. To devise an appropriate title and format for the newsletter
2. To state what kind of articles would be run in the first issue
3. To write the main article for the front page of the first issue

My response:
I began by researching possible names and came up with a list of 50 possibilities.
As the newsletter was for staff, I decided the format should be bright and bold to
inspire and motivate the workforce. I suggested a vibrant tabloid style with lots of
colour and photographs.
The content would be spread over four or eight pages, which could vary according
to the amount of content to be included.
As supermarkets deal with seasonal produce, I suggested four quarterly issues to
coincide with each change of season.

Suggested titles for the newsletter:
Bags of News
Barcode Bulletin
Bonus Points
Cash-up Catch-up
Checking It Out
Checkout the News
Express Checkout
Extra Value
Fast Track News
Fresh Focus
Fresh Perspective
Fresh this Season
Grocery Grapevine

Hennessy Checkout
Hennessy
Community News
Hennessy Express
Hennessy Insider
Hennessy Herald
Hennessy Reporter
Hennessy Uncovered
Hennessy Update
Hennessy World
Hennessy’s Big Deal
Hennessy’s Extra
Value

Inside Scoop
Inside Track
In-store Insight
Loose Change
Market Mail
Market Messenger
New Lines
ScanScene
Sharing the Load
Shelf Life
Shoppers’ Paradise
Shop Talk
Stacks of News

Stockroom Source
StoreScene
Supermarket Scoop
Supermarket Star
Taking Stock
Talking Shop
The Informer
The Link
The Real Deal
The Source
The Scoop
Trolley Talk
What’s in Store?

Proposed content for the first issue:
Front Page – major news
Main article focusing on the new hypermarket in Basildon. Photographs including the
exterior and interior of the hypermarket, its manager(s), cafe and play area.
Article on a deal with a new supplier in Italy. Exclusive contract to sell their rustic
Italian food range including part-baked breads, fresh filled pastas and sauces, ovenready pizzas and traditional desserts. Photographs showing the range and branding.
Director’s column – company director, Martin Hennessy, talks on a topical
issue affecting the company and its staff. In this issue, to accompany the main article,
he talks about expansion and future plans for the company.
In This Issue — list of highlights.

Page 2 – company news
Investors in People article. Hennessy Supermarkets is applying to become an ‘Investor in
People’ employer. The article covers what is being done to achieve this and how it will
benefit the company as a whole.
Appointment of Chelsea Stone, a new mobile training manager, who will implement, coordinate and oversee staff training across the company. Photograph of Chelsea Stone
with quotes.
Article on the launch of the new-look Hennessy website, which has recently been
updated. It will explain the new features and navigation system.
The branch in Watford has been voted one of the best supermarket branches
in the area by local consumers. It was commended for its product range, in-store
facilities and helpful, friendly staff.
Photograph of branch manager with a couple of long-serving staff members outside the
Watford branch.
Article on the introduction of a new yoghurt maker, that will be sold in stores,
and the outside staff who will be coming into supermarket branches to promote it. They
will be giving demonstrations, money-off coupons and introductory product samples.

Page 3 – staff issues
Article covering the successful pilot of a new staff training scheme to train staff
in a range of disciplines within the company. Training will include merchandising,
customer service and computerised systems. It is important to staff as it will enable
them to grow and develop within the company. The article will feature photos and
interviews with staff who took part in the pilot.
Ken Swift, regional manager for the Midlands, is leaving the company, after 10 years’
loyal service, as he is emigrating to South America.
Interview with Sheila Williams, the senior buyer for the chain, who talks about her role
within the company, the new rustic Italian range of foods and other plans she is working
on for the future. An interview with a different member of staff could be featured in
every issue.
List of current job opportunities within the company.

Back Page – fun stuff and lighthearted stories
Nationwide fundraising effort for cancer research. Article covers human interest stories,
fund-raising totals, amusing anecdotes and photographs from events across the country.
Fun word search, spot the difference, sudoku or similar puzzle. Joke or cartoon.
Introduction of a new ‘ideas pool’ to collect new ideas from staff for the benefit of the
company. Ideas may include things the staff would like to see in the supermarket,
requests from customers in their store, participation in new fundraising activities,
suggestions of improvements to working practices, green issues etc.
Best ideas will receive a gift voucher and recognition on this page in the next edition.
The first issue centres around a cashier in Basingstoke, whose idea for sending waste
packaging for school arts and crafts is currently being trialled locally, with a view to
implementing it nationally.
Requests for funny and interesting stories from out in the field. These may be workrelated or not. The best story will be edited into an article and published in the next
edition. The contributor will receive a gift voucher.
The first issue features Brian, a 60-year-old shelf-stacker from Sheffield, who is taking
part in a mountaineering expedition for charity with members of his local gym.

Main article for front page of the first issue:

New flagship store opens in Basildon
Hennessy’s brand new store was
unveiled in Basildon last month
and gives a new insight into the
future of the company.
The 35,000 sq. ft hypermarket is
based out of town, on the A127,
and attracted an impressive
5,000 customers in its first two
days. Its fresh interior design,
wide range of goods and
excellent facilities will set the
standard for a series of further
stores planned over the next five
years.
“The store has received an
amazing response so far,” said
director, Martin Hennessy. “Its
success is an extremely
encouraging start to our
expansion plans and will help to
increase brand awareness across
the entire company.”

New stores, like the one in
Basildon, will stock a much more
extensive selection of
international foods and will also
sell non-food items such as
electrical appliances, home
entertainment products, clothes,
toys and books.
“We’re listening to our
customers,” explained senior
buyer, Sheila Williams, “they like
the quality of our products, but
they want more choice and this is
what the new hypermarkets will
offer.”
The new site boasts a huge
outdoor car park, deli-style café
and supervised children’s play
area. Additional information can
be found on the Hennessy
website.

